
The Classification Method

Abstract: We perform a discrimination algorithm by using the spectral index diagram of TiO5 and CaH2+CaH3 to separate M giants and M dwarfs. Using the M giant spectra from
the LAMOST DR1, we have successfully assembled a set of M giant templates with high signal-to-noise ratio. Combining with the M dwarf/subdwarf templates in Zhong et al.
(2014), we present an extend M-type templates library which includes not only M dwarfs with well-defined temperature and metallicity grid but also M giants sample with
temperature from M0 to M6. Then, the template-fit method were used to automatically identify and classify M-type stars from the LAMOST DR1. The result of M-type stars
catalog is cross-matched with 2MASS JHKs infrared photometry. In addition, we calculated the heliocentric radial velocity of all M type stars by using the cross-correlation method
with the template spectrum in a zero-velocity rest frame. Using the relationship between the absolute infrared magnitude MJ and our classified spectroscopic subtype, we derived
the spectroscopic distance of M giants and dwarfs, with uncertainties about 40%. A completed catalog of 10044 M giants and 136251 M dwarfs/subdwarfs is provided.
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The left table list the r − i colors as a function of MK spectral

subtype, which is mainly based on Covey et al. (2007). Since

there is no giant candidate whose r−i color redder than 2.0 mag

in our sample, the synthetic M giant templates span the

spectral subtype from M0 to M6.

Based on the spectroscopic discrimination-method of Mann et al.

(2012), the TiO and CaH spectral indices are used to separate M

giants and dwarfs in the LAMOST DR1 data. First, we use the

template-fitting method (Zhong et al. 2014) to select M type

spectra which positively present the characteristic molecular

features, e.g., TiO, VO and CaH. Then the spectral indices of

TiO5, CaH2 and CaH3, as defined by Reid et al. (1995) and Lépine

et al. (2007), were calculated. The right figure shows the spectral

indices diagram for all M type stars we identified in the LAMOST

DR1. Two populations are clearly shown in this diagram. Giants

with weaker CaH band and stronger TiO5 band are located on the

upper branch. The number of giant candidates in the upper branch

is about 10,000.

The M giant templates

The M giant templates from M0 to M6. We defined seven different giant subtypes according to the r-i colors, as

proposed in the upper table. Each template spectrum is assembled from at least five LAMOST standard spectra

which are confirmed by manual assignment. From top to bottom, the increasing strength of molecular bands, such

as CaH, TiO and VO, reflect decreasing temperature of giant spectra.

M-type stars catalog  

The template-fitting method 

184 LAMOST Standard 

spectra

High SNR (S/N > 20)

Good photometry (SDSS)

No sky line contamination

No serious reddening

No flux missing

RV calibration   
(IRAF rv.rvidlines)
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The M-type stars catalog (Twenty lines for example):

We have successfully assembled a set of M giant templates from M0 to M6 by the

LAMOST DR1 spectra. After combining the M giant templates and M dwarf/subdwarf

templates as a new M-type spectral library, we re-run the updated classification pipeline to

identify and classify M-type stars in the LAMOST DR1. The completed catalog of 10044 M

giants and 136251 M dwarfs/subdwarfs is provided. In this catalog, we present the

celestial coordinates, spectral indices, JHKs infrared magnitudes in 2MASS, heliocentric

radial velocity, spectroscopic distance and derived spectral subtypes.

Distribution of RV residual for all common stars with the

LAMOST DR1 and the APOGEE data. The left panel

shows the RV residual distribution of 59 M giants (blue

dots) and 416 M dwarfs (red dots). The right panel shows

the histogram distribution of M giants ( blue lines) and M

dwarfs (red lines). All the LAMOST spectra we measured

have the SNR greater than 10. The σ of RV residual in our

measurement are 11.1 km/s for giants and 8.1 km/s for

dwarfs.

The right diagram shows the spectral indices distribution

of all M type stars in our catalog. The green contour

represent the M giants distribution and the blue contour

represent the M dwarfs distribution. From right to left, the

template subtypes are from M0 to M6, which means the

CaH and TiO molecular absorption bands in late-type

template are deeper than the early-type template. The

distribution of giant templates shows that our template

spectra are consist with the M giants branch, and define a

reliable temperature grid.

Using the M-type stars sample, we find M giants and dwarfs

located on two distinct regions in the WISE and 2MASS color-

color diagram for the first time (Li et al. in prep). The infrared

color distribution of M-type stars is shown in the left diagram.

The red dots are M giants and the blue dots are M dwarfs, of

which both were classified by our classification pipeline. The

dwarfs contamination in the M giants sample is about 4.7%.
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 Use the wavelength range from 6000-8000Å for the template-fitting.
 For each target spectrum, calculate the chi-square for the jth template

spectrum as:
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where Li is the LAMOST spectral flux for each of the i=1,N pixels, Ti j is the
flux of the jth template spectrum for every corresponding pixel i, and σi is the
error for the LAMOST spectral flux at each pixel i.

 Shift each LAMOST spectrum towards the blue or red by a number of pixels,
and recalculate the chi-square value against each template spectrum.

 The combination of pixel shifting and jth template spectrum which has the
minimum chi-square value is selected as the best fit.


